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June 10, 2019
Costar Video Systems Exhibits at 2019 NRF Protect
Coppell, Texas – June 10, 2019 – Costar Video Systems, a subsidiary of Costar Technologies,
Inc. (OTC Markets Group: CSTI), will showcase its 360° DirectNET camera and XDI series of
recorders running on our powerful StarNET software inside booth #1032 at the NRF Protect
conference in the Anaheim Convention Center from June 11-13, 2019.

Costar will demonstrate its 12MP 360° camera with unique de-warping capabilities and
numerous recorder features at price points attractive to the loss prevention community. Live
presentations will occur throughout the day, highlighting the capabilities of their robust product
line with intuitive features and recorders with increased reliability and functionality.

“We want to let the loss prevention crowd know we are here and ready to solve their loss
prevention problems,” says Mike Rose, VP of Sales. “We already help many of the nation’s
largest retailers inside thousands of sites and have proven we can provide the camera solutions
for just about any loss prevention industry problem. We have you covered when it comes to
camera health monitoring, multiple site locations, and so much more.”

For more information about Costar Video Systems, visit www.costarvideo.com. And visit our
NRF Protect page following this link.
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About Costar Video Systems
Costar Video Systems designs, manufactures, and distributes a full range of security solutions
for the video surveillance markets. Products include analog and IP cameras, monitors, lenses,
digital and network video recorders, all marketed under the Costar brand name. Costar’s
products are utilized in many high profile, large scale installations by a diverse range of
customers in the retail, financial, and commercial markets. A full range of video surveillance
products are sold through dealers, distributors, and system integrators across the nation.
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